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Abstract: Safety and reliability of electrical actuators are essential for success of all electric and more
electric aircrafts (MEA). Torque limiters improve the reliability of electromechanical actuators (EMA)
by restricting the amount of force experienced by the actuator drive train components. If transmitted
torque in the shaft exceeds a limit, it gives way in a controlled manner. This protects the actuator from
potential failure and jamming. In this paper, different types of existing torque limiters are investigated
for their suitability in aerospace EMA application and further integration within the electric motor.
They classified based on the torque transmission mechanism and each type is described in detail.
Operating principle and basic characteristics are reported. Comparative evaluation of commercially
available devices is presented. It is found that those based on friction based and permanent magnet
are most suitable due to their good torque density, reliability and high speed capability. Further,
based on the characteristics, integration of torque limiter within the actuator motor is investigated in
this paper. An example actuator motor is considered for integration. Different integration options
suitable for the different types of torque limiting devices are described. Reduction in overall volume
is shown for the integration options. Such integration can lead to improved reliability as well as
higher power density resulting in next-generation actuator electrical drives for MEA.

Keywords: more electric aircraft; actuator; electromechanical actuator; coupler; torque limiter

1. Introduction

Aircraft design is slowly evolving towards more electrification [1–3]. Electrification
can lower emissions and fuel consumption [4–6]. Improvement in performance, safety,
aerodynamic efficiency and easier integration are other potential advantages [7]. The elec-
trification effort is leading to replacement of the mechanical and hydraulic actuators with
electromechanical actuators (EMA) [8,9].

Actuators in an aircraft perform a variety of functions, such as control of primary flight
control surfaces, secondary flight controls, engine, landing gear and other utilities [10,11].
Many of these functions are safety critical, and high reliability is essential [12].

One major cause of failure is jamming of the load and subsequent failure of the
actuator [7]. In EMA, large reduction ratios are used. The motor inertia reflected on the
load side is quite high and can often be much larger than the load inertia. In the event of
any sudden disturbance in the load (such as sudden block, jamming, or large input force),
the inertial forces can cause breakage [7]. Torque limiters are incorporated within the drive
chain to limit the forces and protect the actuator.

Torque limiters transmit torque from input shaft to an output shaft without slipping
till a set limit. Beyond the limit, the two shafts slip with respect to each other. During
slipping, torque transmitted depends on design. It can act like a fuse and protect parts of
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drivetrain during overload. It also provides for a predictable way of drivetrain slipping
and giving way.

Apart from actuator application, torque limiters are also used extensively in robotic
applications. It ensures that the forces exerted by a robotic arm never exceeds safe limits,
during collision with external environment or humans [13].

There are different types of torque limiters, some commercially available while others
in development. Based on operating principle, different types of torque limiters are
described in this paper. Integration of torque limiter and the electric machine is explored
later in the paper, which is beneficial in terms of space and mass savings.

2. Background

Actuators in an aircraft are typically involved in positioning of different surfaces
and loads. As an example, the flight control surfaces of a typical commercial aircraft are
shown in Figure 1a. Primary flight control surfaces are responsible for controlling the
pitch (controlled by elevators), roll (controlled by ailerons) and yaw (controlled by rudder).
The aircraft dynamics is assisted by the secondary control surfaces also shown in the
same figure. All these surfaces are positioned by actuators. Actuators are also involved
in landing gear movement. The different nozzles and guide vanes within the engine are
positioned by actuators.

aileron

rudder

elevator

slat
flap

spoiler

horizontal trim

(a) (b)
Figure 1. Flight control surfaces and example EMA (a) Primary (red) and secondary (blue) flight
control surfaces (b) Photograph of a primary flight control (aileron) EMA [14]. ©IEEE. Reprinted, with
permission, from Jensen, S.; Jenney, G.; Dawson, D. Flight test experience with an electromechanical
actuator on the F-18 Systems Research Aircraft. In Proceedings of the 19th Digital Avionics Systems
Conference Proceedings, Philadelphia, PA, USA, 7–13 October 2000.

EMAs, as opposed to hydraulic variants, have the advantage of faster control dynam-
ics, easy integration, diagnostics and monitoring, and easy maintenance [11,15]. At the
same time, EMA’s are susceptible to jamming [16]. Currently, EMA’s are being utilized
in thrust vector control in launchers [17,18]. EMA’s are also evaluated for primary con-
trol surfaces [14,19,20], secondary flight controls [21,22] and landing gear steering [23].
A photograph of an aileron EMA is shown in Figure 1b.

A typical EMA configuration is shown in Figure 2. The motor controller receives
reference input from the flight controller and provides correct voltage and current to the
motor. The motor then drives a speed reducer, and also provide feedback to the motor
controller. The rotation of the reducer is converted to linear movement by the ball screw
assembly. Finally, output of the ball screw drives the load. Position feedback from the load
can be integrated for closed-loop control.
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controller motor reducer

ball screw

load

reference
torque limiter

Figure 2. Typical block diagram of aerospace actuator.

The reduction mechanism in actuators minimizes the mass and volume of the motor.
It also increases the equivalent inertia of the motor seen at the load end. Considering
reduction ratio of n and ball-screw lead of l m/rev, the reflected inertia of the motor on the
load end is:

me = Jm

(
2πn

l

)2
(1)

where Jm is motor inertia. Large reduction ratios typically encountered in such actuators
result in equivalent mass much higher than actual load mass [7]. For example, a motor
inertia of 5× 10−5 kg m2 with reduction of 5 and ball lead of 2 mm/rev produces equivalent
mass of over 12 tons. Any fast acceleration or deceleration demanded by the load would
result in very large inertial forces in the drive train and eventual breakage. Fast movement
of load is required for end-stops or to give way to sudden external disturbance. It is
important to limit the forces by incorporating a torque or force limiter as shown in the
same Figure [7,15].

Ideally, the torque limiter should be as close to the disturbance as possible. Disturbance
are usually in the load (sudden stops or external force) or ball screw (jamming) [7]. Torques
near the load tend to be large, leading to large size of the torque limiter. Further, inertia
contributed by the motor tend to be large compared to inertia of the reducer. Therefore,
typically the torque limiter is placed after the electric motor [7]. Integration of torque
limiter with the electric motor can potentially reduce size and mass of the drivetrain. Such
integration options are investigated in Section 5.

3. Classification of Torque Limiters

Torque limiters can be classified according to principle of torque transfer from input to
output shaft. Figure 3 shows the types of torque limiters. In principle, any torque transfer
or coupler mechanism which allows precise control of maximum torque transmission can
be utilized as torque limiter.

The first type of torque limiters rely on detent mechanism. An applied normal force is
converted to tangential force using the mechanical profile of a groove. Commonly available
ball detent or ratcheting type torque limiter utilize this principle.

The next type of torque limiter rely on friction or viscous force between two surfaces
to transfer torque. Commonly available friction clutch is an example. The torque transfer
mechanism can be viscosity in a liquid, in case of magneto-rheological (MR) fluid clutches.

The torque can be limited by mechanical shearing or breakage of a link between the
two shafts. This forms another category of torque limiters, as shown in the same figure.

Another class of torque limiters utilize the magnetic field for torque transmission.
The various types of non-contact magnetic couplers belong to this category. Magnetic field
can be created by either permanent magnets or coils. The force on the output shaft can
be realized by reluctance principle, magnetic alignment, induced currents or magnetic
hysteresis principle.
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Torque limiter

friction clutch

magnetic particle

magneto-rheological
fluid

hysteresis

permanent magnet

eddy current

variable reluctance

frictionball detent magnetic fieldshear

Figure 3. Torque limiter classification based on principle of operation.

4. Detailed Description

In the following sections, each type of torque limiter is described in more details.

4.1. Ball Detent Mechanism

This is a common type of mechanical torque limiter and available commercially [24,25].
These are also referred as ratcheting type or ball and cam type torque limiters. The drive
side engages with the driven side using a series of balls or rollers. These balls are placed in a
small groove or indentation, as shown in Figure 4. Spring force normal to the indentation is
applied, such that a minimum tangential force or torque is required to dis-engage. Normal
force can be changed to vary the limit torque. The axial movement during dis-engagement
is often used to operate a limit switch.

shaft 1 shaft 2

groove

ball

spring

engaged

disengaged

shaft 1

shaft 2

shaft 1

shaft 2

cross-section view

(a) (b)
Figure 4. Ball detent type torque limiter (a) Illustration of cross-section (b) 3-dimensional view [26].
Reproduced with permission from Mayr, The Backlash-Free, Load Disconnecting Safety Clutch.

The torque Tbn due to each ball element can be obtained following the approach in [27].
An enlarged view of the groove and the ball is shown in Figure 5a. Referring to the figure,
normal force experienced by each ball is Fp such that total normal force applied is nFp.
Here n refers to number of balls. Considering force and moment equilibrium condition,
the normal force Fp and tangential force Fs can be related as:

Fs = Fp tan α (2)

where tan α denotes slope of the groove. The torque transmitted Tb is therefore:

Tb = nrmFp tan α (3)

where rm is distance of the balls from the shaft rotation axis.
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Considering the balls to be positioned far away from centre of rotation (i.e., rm is
large compared to groove and ball dimensions), then the relative angular displacement φ
between the two shafts can be obtained as:

φ ≈ 2xbc
rm

=
2(xlt − rb sin α)

rm
(4)

where rb is ball radius. Other terms are as defined in Figure 5b. (xbc, ybc) denote centre of
the ball, and (xlt, ylt) denote point of contact between the lower ring and ball.

shaft 1

shaft 2

nFp

Fp
N

F

Fs

α

(a)

shaft 1

shaft 2

(xbc , ybc)

(xlt , ylt)

(0, 0)

2xbc

(b)
Figure 5. Torque in ball detent torque limiter: (a) Forces in each ball element (b) Position of differ-
ent elements.

Once the balls disengage (i.e., the balls come out of the groove), the torque transmitted
decreases. The balls can re-engage again with the next groove or indentation. Representa-
tive torque Tb vs. angle φ between the shaft is shown in Figure 6. The profile will depend
on the groove profile as well as nature of normal force. Re-engagement of balls with the
indentations can be synchronous (i.e., once every complete rotation) or some other angle,
depending on the indentation placement [28]. During continuous slipping, the average
torque transmitted will be near zero, with large ripple.

torque

angle

Figure 6. Torque vs. angle characteristics of ball detent type torque limiter.

In some variants, after any overload, re-engagement must be triggered separately.
In [29,30], another type of rolling element and cam profile based self-resetting torque limiter
is described for robotic application.

Ball detent torque limiters have the advantages of low cost and high torque-to-weight
ratio. On the other hand, they can not be operated with continuous slip, and subject to
mechanical wear.

4.2. Friction Clutch

In this type, friction is used to engage the input and output shaft. When engaged,
the friction surfaces on the two shafts are pressed against each other by means of springs
or magnetic coils [13]. The amount of normal force on the friction surface controls the
torque transmitted. When not engaged, the friction surfaces typically have a small gap
(0.2–0.3 mm), resulting in close to zero torque transmission.
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In Figure 7a, simplified cross-sectional view of spring-loaded friction torque limiter
is shown. Electromagnetically actuated are also quite common. Here the friction surface
is axial, like conventional clutches. The friction surface can also be a taper, as described
in [31].

Consider friction disks with inner radius r1, outer radius r2, friction coefficient µ and
total normal force applied to be F, then torque can be obtained as below:

Tf =
2F
3

µ
r3

2 − r3
1

r2
2 − r2

1
(5)

spring

shaft 1 shaft 2

friction surface

(a)

torque

slip speed

(b)
Figure 7. Friction type torque limiter: (a) Cross-section diagram (b) Representative torque vs. slip
speed characteristics.

The torque transmitted during normal operation is limited by static friction. During
slipping, the torque transmitted is governed by kinetic friction. Ideally, the torque limit
is independent of slip speed and relative angle. However, differences between static and
kinetic friction can lead to difference between torque limit and torque transmitted during
slip. The friction coefficient can gradually decrease with time due to lubrication [31]. The
friction coefficient also depend on variety of other factors, such as slip speed, temperature,
acceleration and pressure [32]. Illustration of torque versus slip speed is shown in Figure 7b.
Slip speed is the difference between input and output shaft speed.

This type also offers good torque to weight ratio and fast dynamics [13]. However,
operation with continuous slipping will lead to wear. It is commercially available from
multiple manufacturers [24,25].

4.3. Magnetic Particle

Magnetic particle (MP) clutch can also be utilized as a torque limiter. In this type, the
two rotating shafts have a small gap between them. This gap is filled by small ferromagnetic
particles. A coil is placed such that it creates a magnetic field which links the input and
output shaft through the gap. When the coil is excited, the particles align with the field.
This links the input and output shaft, thereby transmitting torque.

A sectional view is shown in Figure 8a. In this example, a stationary coil on the
housing creates the magnetic field. The two disks connected to input shaft form the two
poles of a magnet. The two poles surround the inner disk connected to output disk. The
space between the disks is filled with fine iron particles or magnetic particles. The particles
have typical size in tens of microns [33]. A commercially available magnetic particle clutch
is shown in Figure 8b [34].

The torque transmitted Tmp by the clutch depends on the shear stress τ of the magnetic
particles [35]. Considering a uniform shear stress on both sides of a disk with inner radius
r1 and outer radius r2, then:

Tmp = 2
∫

τrdA = 2τ
2π

3
(r3

2 − r3
1) (6)

where r denotes radial distance and dA denotes infinitesimal small area considered for
integration. The shear stress depend almost linearly on the applied magnetic field [33].
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It also depend on a number of other factors such as volume fraction of the particles, distance
between the rotating disks and normal force. Note that, shear stress of magnetic particles
does not depend on shear rate, i.e., the torque is nearly independent of slip speed [36].
Typical achievable value of τ is in the order of 10 kilo pascal (kPa) at about 1 T field [36].
Illustrative torque versus slip speed characteristics is shown in Figure 8c.

coil

shaft 1 shaft 2

flux
path

magnetic
particles

outer
housing

(a) (b)

torque

slip speed

(c)

Figure 8. Magnetic particle type clutch: (a) Cross-section (b) Assembled view [34]. Reproduced with
permission from Kendrion, Magnetic particle clutches, brakes and controllers. (c) Ideal torque vs. slip
speed characteristics.

MP clutches are available commercially [13,37]. Their torque to weight ratio is lower
than other types of torque limiters.

4.4. Magneto-Rheological (MR) Fluid

Operation principle of MR fluid clutch is close to magnetic particle clutch. The gap
between input and output shaft is filled by MR fluid. MR fluid comprises of a carrier
medium (e.g., oil, water) and micron-sized ferromagnetic particles. The maximum torque
is limited by the shear stress of the MR fluid. Like magnetic particles, the particles in
the fluid medium also tend to align with external magnetic field, increasing the shear
stress [38].

Illustration of MR fluid clutch is shown in Figure 9a. The coil creates a magnetic field.
The input and output shaft are arranged in a sandwich structure. The space between these
disks is filled with MR fluid. When the coil is excited, the increased shear stress in the fluid
creates a drag force or torque on the output shaft. The transmitted torque is limited and
controllable, therefore MR fluid clutch can be used as torque limiter. A prototype MR-fluid
based clutch for robotic manipulator application is shown in Figure 9b [39].

In Figure 9a, only a coil generates the magnetic field. Permanent magnets, in combina-
tion with coils, can also produce a controlled B-field. In fact, MR fluid can be potentially
used in all the magnetic field based torque limiters (i.e., hysteresis, permanent magnet,
eddy current and variable reluctance) to increase torque density. The same comment can
be made for magnetic particles as well.

Like magnetic particles, the shear stress of MR fluids have a magnetic field dependent
component. Unlike magnetic particles, the shear stress τmr also depend on shear rate [40]:

τmr = τy(B) + ηγ̇ (7)

where τy is magnetic field B dependent component and ηγ̇ is shear rate dependent compo-
nent. Quantity η denote viscosity and γ̇ denote shear rate. Shear rate is related to MR-fluid
gap g, relative speed between the shafts ω1 − ω2 and the radial location r [38]:

γ̇ = r(ω1 − ω2)/g (8)

Usually shear stress of tens of kPa in moderate field strength is achievable, which can
be enhanced by pressure [41].
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coil

shaft 1 shaft 2

flux
pathMR fluid

(a) (b)

torque

slip speed

(c)

Figure 9. Of magneto-rheological (MR) fluid clutch: (a) Illustration (b) Photograph of a MR-fluid
clutch for robotic application [39] (c) Torque vs. slip speed characteristics.

The torque limit depends on geometry and is similar to magnetic particle clutch. For a
disk-like structure with inner and outer radius of r1 and r2, (6) can be used. Due to shear
rate dependence, the torque increases with slip. This is illustrated in Figure 9c.

4.5. Shear

In shear pin type of torque limiter, a pin connects the input and output shaft. It
fractures or shears on exceeding a torque limit. The output shaft then separates from the
input shaft. To re-engage, the shear pin is replaced. Figure 10a shows illustration of such
a coupler.

shear pin

shaft 1 shaft 2

(a)

torque

slip speed

(b)
Figure 10. Shear pin type of torque limiter: (a) Illustration (b) Ideal torque vs. slip speed characteristics.

The torque transmitted is limited by the shear pins. The limit torque Tsp is given by:

Tsp = nRFb (9)

where n is number of pins, R is radial distance of pins from center of rotation and Fb is
shear force required to fracture each pin. Different shear pins may be used to change the
torque rating.

Once the limit torque is reached, the input and output shaft will separate. Thus, during
slip zero torque will be transmitted. Torque versus slip speed is shown in Figure 10b. This
kind of torque limiter is available commercially [25,42]. It also requires manual intervention
and physical access to re-engage, and thus deemed unsuitable for actuator application.

4.6. Magnetic Hysteresis

In hysteresis type of torque limiters, the input shaft has permanent magnets (PM)
attached. The PM generate a rotating magnetic field inside. The output shaft has hard
ferromagnetic material (HFM). The rotating magnetic field induces field in the HFM. The
induced field interacts with the PM field to generate torque [43]. Principle of operation is
close to hysteresis motor.

In Figure 11, sectional view of hysteresis torque limiter is shown. In this example, the
inner shaft has the PMs, along with a small back-iron to carry the PM field. The output
shaft is outer rotor, which has a hysteresis ring. There is small air-gap between input
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and output shaft. Typically, strong rare-earth PM is used, such as NdFeB. The hysteresis
material is a hard magnetic material with wide hysteresis loop, such as AlNiCo.

shaft 1 shaft 2

permanent
magnet

hard ferromagnetic
material

Figure 11. Cross-section of hysteresis torque limiter

The induced field in the hysteresis ring lags the rotating field generated by the PM by a
small angle. The maximum torque Thys depends on the amount of hysteresis as follows [43]:

Thys =
pV
2π

∮
BdH (10)

where p is number of pole pairs, V is volume of hysteresis element, and B and H are the
magnetic field quantities inside the hysteresis element.

The torque transmitted versus slip speed profile is shown in Figure 12a. The output
torque is almost constant till zero slip speed (i.e., input and output shaft speed are same).
At large slips, there can be small increase in torque due to eddy current. During normal
operation, the load speed increases smoothly till zero slip or synchronous speed. At syn-
chronous speed, the hysteresis material behaves like a permanent magnet and the torque
limiter operates like a permanent magnet synchronous type. The angle between the input
and output shaft changes to match load torque, as shown in Figure 12b.

Analysis and design of hysteresis torque limiters are similarly challenging as design of
hysteresis motors. Efforts have been made to incorporate models of magnetic hysteresis [44],
and more recently on post-processing results of magneto-static analysis [43].

The value of limit torque can be controlled by changing amount of overlap between
the permanent magnets and the HFM. In some variant, external field winding current can
modulate the torque transmitted [45].

Hysteresis torque limiters are available commercially [24,45]. They have low torque
ripple and are mechanical wear free. However, they have low torque density.

torque

slip speed

(a)

torque

angle

(b)

Figure 12. Torque characteristics of hysteresis torque limiter (a) vs. slip speed and (b) vs. electrical
angle at synchronous speed (i.e., zero slip speed).

4.7. Permanent Magnet

Permanent magnet couplers can be used as torque limiter. This is a non-contact type.
PMs are mounted on the input and output shafts. Opposite poles of magnets tend to
align, which leads to torque on output shaft. The maximum output torque is limited
by the magnetic force on the magnets. Its operation is similar to permanent magnet
electric machine.
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Figure 13a shows a sectional view of a axial type of PM based torque limiter. A rep-
resentative assembled view of a radial type of PM coupling is shown in Figure 13b [46].
Alternate poles are arranged side by side in one shaft. The other shaft also has alternate
poles. Opposite poles on the two shafts align at no load. During loading, there will be a
small angular displacement between the magnets. In [47], it is shown that the torque varies
approximately sine of the electrical angle δe between the magnets:

Tpm = Tmax sin δe (11)

where Tmax is the maximum possible torque or the pull-out torque. This is same as torque
vs. angle characteristics of hysteresis torque limiter at synchronous speed, shown earlier in
Figure 12b. Pull-out torque depends on geometry and PM field. It also shows that during
continuous slipping, ideally no average torque is transmitted, and large ripple torque will
be present. However, there will be small torque due to eddy currents.

shaft 1 shaft 2

permanent
magnet

(a) (b)

Figure 13. permanent magnet coupler (a) Cross-section of (b) Assembled view [46]. Reproduced
with permission from DST.

In the axial type of PM torque limiter, large amount of axial force will be present.
Axial force depends on cosine of the angle between the magnets, apart from other param-
eters [47]. Radial type of PM torque limiter are also available [25]. In axial flux type, the
maximum torque transmitted can be easily changed by varying the airgap. In radial type,
the overlap between the input and output magnets can be changed to vary the maximum
transmitted torque.

The airgap between the shafts can be used to completely seal one of the shafts (e.g., in
a pressurized or corrosive environment). Due to the presence of magnets, their application
is limited to up-to 300 °C [25].

Considering small angular difference between the two shafts, the torque transmitted
is proportional to the angle difference. The coupler acts like additional torsional stiffness.
During transient, this may lead to oscillation in speed [48].

Permanent magnet couplers (which can be used as torque limiter) are available com-
mercially [25].

4.8. Eddy Current

Eddy current couplers also offer over-load protection and can be used as torque
limiters. This is another non-contact type torque limiter, where the force is generated due
to induced currents. One of the shafts carry permanent magnets. The other shaft has a
conducting plate. If there is any relative motion between the two, currents will be induced
in the conducting plate which generates torque.

In Figure 14a construction of axial flux type eddy current coupler is shown. Magnets
are attached/glued on one shaft. The flux from the magnet intersects a conducting copper
disk on the other shaft through an air-gap. Two back-iron parts complete the flux path.
A photograph is shown in Figure 14b.
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shaft 1 shaft 2

permanent
magnet

conducting
disk

(a) (b)

torque

slip speed

(c)

Figure 14. Eddy current coupler: (a) Illustration (b) Photograph [49]. ©IEEE. Reprinted, with permission,
from Lubin, T.; Rezzoug, A. Steady-State and Transient Performance of Axial-Field Eddy-Current
Coupling. IEEE Trans. Ind. Electron. 2015, 62, 2287–2296. (c) Torque vs. slip speed characteristics.

The principle of operation is similar to induction machines. The torque depends
on slip-speed, as shown in Figure 14c. Typically, the operation is limited to low slips, to
prevent overheating of the coupler. Near zero slip, the torque is proportional to difference
between the shaft speeds ω1 and ω2 as below [48]:

Tedd = k(ω1 − ω2) (12)

where constant k depends on permanent magnet field, material properties and geometry.
Since, no torque is transmitted at zero slip, eddy current coupler is not suitable for

applications requiring positional accuracy. On the other hand, the dissipative mechanism
of eddy currents acts like a viscous damping. It is potentially useful for vibration isola-
tion [48]. Being non-contact, eddy current couplers are also useful in applications requiring
containment [50].

4.9. Variable Reluctance

Variable reluctance coupler has permanent magnets on one of the shafts. The other
shaft has same number of projections made of ferromagnetic material (e.g., iron). The
projections or poles tend to align with the magnets, to minimize reluctance. This generates
torque. The maximum torque transmitted is limited by the construction and magnetic field.
Therefore, variable reluctance coupler can also be used as torque limiter.

Construction of such a coupler is shown in Figure 15. The torque produced depend
on the angle difference as well as speed difference between the two shafts [51]:

Tvr = Tmax sin 2δe + B(ω1 − ω2) (13)

where B is the damping coefficient. The first term in the equation denotes the reluctance
torque. Note that it varies as sine of twice the electrical angle between the shafts, unlike
permanent and hysteresis coupler. The second term denotes torque generated by the
induced eddy current in iron during slip. It has lower torque density than permanent
magnet based coupler, but also has higher damping during transient.

shaft 1 shaft 2

permanent
magnet

projecting
pole

Figure 15. Sectional view of a variable reluctance coupler
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4.10. Others

In [52], a roller based torque limiter is described for robotic application. The trans-
mitted torque depends on the roller angle, geometry, friction coefficient and normal force
applied to the rollers.

Further, torque limiter functionality can be potentially implemented as part of control
of the electric machine driving the EMA. This is referred as electronic torque limiter. A more
detailed discussion is presented in Section 6.

4.11. Comparative Evaluation

The commercially available torque limiters are evaluated in Table 1. As mentioned
earlier, shear type is excluded since it requires manual replacement of shear pins to re-
engage. In aerospace application, size and weight are very important. For the considered
torque of 10 Nm, the envelope dimensions and weight are compared in the table. Multiple
manufacturers for the same type of torque limiter are listed, to remove any potential bias.
It is clear that both ball detent and friction type have good torque density. However,
they suffer from wear. Ball detent type has large torque ripple, as mentioned earlier. The
non-contact hysteresis type has least torque density among all, but has the advantage of
smooth operation and low torque ripple. Permanent magnet type has reasonable torque
density and no wear, but also has torque oscillation. A comparison of torque densities is
shown in Figure 16.

A qualitative comparison of the torque limiters is presented in Table 2. As mentioned
earlier, both ball detent and friction type offer good torque density. Electrical actuation of
torque limiter and continuous variation of the limit torque value provide flexibility to the
designer. The drive train can be tested automatically for correct operation. Typically most,
except ball detent and PM type, can be configured for electrical actuation.

Complexity and reliability are other important factors for torque limiter selection.
Complexity refers to how the torque limiter is constructed, sealing requirement, coil
arrangement etc. Hysteresis and PM type are less complex in construction than others. The
number of components are considered in reliability, lower component count is preferred.
Ball detent have many components such as multiple balls and springs. Hysteresis and PM
type have the least number of components.

Table 1. Commerical torque limiters (10 Nm rating): envelope dimensions and weight.

Type Tag Make and Model Torque Size (mm) Mass (kg)

ball detent BD1 Mayr EAS-NC 02/450.620.0 [53] 5–10 Nm 50 × 50 × 29 mm 0.26 kg
BD2 KTR SYNTEX-NC 15 DK 6.1 T3 [54] 7–14 Nm 42 × 42 × 38 mm 0.124 kg
BD3 R+W SKP 10 [55] 4–12 Nm 45 × 45 × 28 mm 0.22 kg

friction F1 Mayr ROBA slip hub 0/100.11 [56] 2–10 Nm 45 × 45 × 33 mm 0.3 kg
F2 Cross & Morse M40-1 [57] 4–15 Nm 40 × 40 × 28 mm 0.16 kg
F3 ComInTec 00.38 DF T1 [58] 1–14 Nm 38 × 38 × 33 mm 0.2 kg

magnetic particle MP1 Kendrion 14.502.01 [34] 10 Nm 100 × 100 × 45 mm 2.7 kg
MP2 Ogura OPC-80N [59] 8 Nm 98 × 98 × 112 mm 3.1 kg
MP3 Placid C70 [60] 8 Nm 114 × 114 × 93 mm 7.7 kg

hysteresis H1 Mayr ROBA-contitorque 5/150.200 [61] 6–12 Nm 145 × 145 × 160 mm 6.88 kg
H2 Warner MC6D [37] 0.7–15 Nm 182 × 182 × 103 mm 10.9 kg
H3 Magnetic 806 [62] 0.3–8 Nm 158 × 158 × 73 mm 6.45 kg

PM PM1 DST 60/10 [46] 10 Nm 94 × 94 × 71 mm 2.27 kg
PM2 TEA PMK91 [63] 15.5 Nm 97 × 97 × 52 mm 2.2 kg
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Figure 16. Torque density comparison of commercially available torque limiters (approx. 10 Nm range).

Finally, slip behaviour and high-speed capability is also listed in the same table.
Actuators machines typically have speeds in the range of 5 kprm to 20 krpm. Only friction
type is commercially available in these speeds. It is possible for hysteresis and PM type to
have high speed capability. Overall, friction and PM type torque limiters are most suitable
options for actuator application.

Table 2. Qualitative comparison of torque limiters (higher number denotes better characteristics).

Type Torque
Density

Electrical
Actuation Complexity Reliability Slip High-Speed

ball detent 3 no 1 1 large ripple torque no
friction 3 yes 2 2 varying torque yes

magnetic particle 1 yes 1 2 constant torque no
hysteresis 1 yes 3 3 constant torque possible

PM 2 no 3 3 large ripple torque possible

5. Integration of Torque Limiter

Integration of power electronic components [64–66] within the electric machine is
being actively researched. Integration of passive components such as inductors has been
explored in [67–70]. Integration of electric machine rotor with the impeller of fan [71]
and propeller [72] are also investigated. All these provide significant savings in mass
and volume. Similarly, integration of the torque limiter within the package of the electric
machine can provide reduction in size and weight of the EMA. In this section, several
integration configurations are explored. As an specific example of integration, a electric
drive for flap positioning is considered for integration.

5.1. Electric Machine Details

The electric motor is designed to replace conventional hydraulic actuation system for
flap movement in a more electric aircraft. The electric motor typically can be induction
machine, switched reluctance machine or permanent magnet machine. Fault tolerance of
the motor is very important in flap actuation application. The large magnetic coupling
between the phases and rotor heating at low speeds reduces fault tolerant capability of
induction machines. Switched reluctance machines have low mutual coupling and inherent
fault tolerance. However, during fault in one phase, there can be low or zero torque at
certain rotor positions. This limits application of switched reluctance machine for position
actuation system such as flap, where full torque at all rotor position is desired.

PM machines have good torque capability and highest torque per unit volume among
the three. They can be designed with good fault tolerance as well. A dual channel design is
considered, where two sets of three phase winding are present. Each channel is connected
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in star, with isolated neutral and each fed by a separate power converter. Each channel is
designed to provide the required torque of 3.34 Nm and power of 3.5 kW at 10,000 rpm.

An important consideration during design is drag torque during short circuit fault in
one of the channels. The currents in the short circuited winding will produce a braking or
drag torque. The other healthy channel is designed to overcome the drag torque and still
produce the rated shaft torque of 3.34 Nm. For the design, the maximum drag torque of
0.3 Nm is considered.

Important ratings and dimensions are provided in Table 3. A cross-sectional view
of the machine is presented in Figure 17. The three phases of channel 1 are represented
by A1, B1 and C1, while phases of channel 2 are denoted A2, B2 and C2. The phases of
individual channels are placed together, and isolated from the other channel. The torque
plot at rated condition when one channel is operating is shown in Figure 18. The average
value of torque is nearly 3.6 Nm, which is equal to rated torque and maximum drag torque.
Torque-speed graph with one channel and both channels operating at rated condition is
shown in Figure 19a,b.

Considering torque ripple and margin for transients, a torque limiter rating of 10 Nm
is suitable for this machine, such as F3 in Table 1.

A
1+

A
1-

C
1+

B
1+

B
1-

B
2+

A
2-

A
2+

C
1-

C
2+

B
2-

C
2-

Figure 17. Cross-sectional view and winding pattern of the electric machine.

Figure 18. Torque waveform at rated condition, one channel excited.
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(a) (b)
Figure 19. Torque-speed characteristics of the electric machine (a) One channel excited (b) Both
channels excited.

Table 3. Details of the EMA electric machine.

Item Value

type surface mount PM
slots/poles 12 slots, 10 poles

3-phase channels 2
speed 10,000 rpm

torque (each channel) 3.34 Nm
DC-link voltage 540 V

stator OD 82 mm
bore diameter 45 mm
active length 73 mm

air-gap 1 mm
cooling natural convection

5.2. Axially Engaging Integrated Torque Limiter

In first integration configuration, the torque limiter engages with the electric machine
rotor axially. The end winding space is utilized for integration. The electric machine rotor
and stator are otherwise unmodified. The integration concept is demonstrated in Figure 20
using the commercially available torque limiter F3 in Table 1. The rotor of the electric
machine can be supported on the torque limiter by interference fit. The frictional surface,
which provides torque limiting function, is axially placed. An internal chamber within
the electric machine rotor is created to accommodate the torque limiter. In this example,
extension of housing at one end of the machine is required to accommodate the torque
limiter. The same space is used by end winding and connecting leads, as indicated in
the figure.

A smaller torque limiter with lower torque limit can be used on both sides of the elec-
tric machine rotor to achieve the same overall torque level. This concept is demonstrated in
Figure 21. Both end winding space are utilized for torque limiter function. The empty space
between end winding and casing at one end is used by the connecting leads, empty space
at other end is required to accommodate the torque limiter. Two numbers of commercially
available torque limiter ComInTec 00.25 DF T1 [58], each rated for 8 Nm, are utilized in this
example. An inner shaft, which is same as output shaft, connects both the torque limiters.
The electric machine rotor connects to the output shaft through the two torque limiters.
This results in a more compact packaging. The overall volume of the machine package
with two smaller torque limiter is 0.90 litre, compared to 0.96 litre in case of one larger
torque limiter. Single torque limiter configuration occupies 6.67% more volume.
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Figure 20. Integrated torque limiter with axial engagement at drive end of shaft.
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Figure 21. Integrated torque limiter with axial engagement at both sides of rotor.

Torque limiter can fail either jammed or open. If it fails open, configuration with two
torque limiter can still operate with reduced capacity. Depending on type of torque limiter,
it can be more prone to jamming. In that case, one torque limiter will be more reliable.

For the axially engaging integrated torque limiter, the available space is severely
limited, therefore only the high torque density torque limiters are suitable for integration.
Further detailed rotor-dynamic and structural analysis is required to verify the design.
Other components may be added to improve robustness.

5.3. Radially Engaging Integrated Torque Limiter

In this configuration the torque limiter engages radially with the electric machine
rotor over a comparatively large surface. The torque limiter is placed in an inner rotor,
which supports the electric machine rotor. For the particular machine being considered,
no suitable torque limiter are commercially available. A sketch of the concept is therefore
shown in Figure 22.

Since a larger surface area is available, radial arrangement of non-contact magnetic
field based torque limiter are now viable. Ball detent type torque limiter would be chal-
lenging to implement. Friction type torque limiter could be implemented, for example
following the tapered design in [31].

Such a concept for a permanent magnet type torque limiter is examined in detail
in [73]. Since, both the torque limiter and the electric machine utilize magnetic field, it is
possible to share magnetic circuit and excitation source. A common magnetic circuit and
PM excitation would however couple the torque limiter operation and machine operation.
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stator

rotorintegrated
torque limiter

Figure 22. Concept of radially engaging torque limiter.

5.4. Discussion

A combination of the above configurations are also viable. For example, axial torque
limiters could be implemented on the end winding space, and a radial magnetic field
based torque limiter within the inner rotor can be accommodated. Such a highly integrated
concept is illustrated in Figure 23. Two axial engaging torque limiters are placed in end
winding space, and a radially engaging torque limiter is mounted in the inner shaft.

stator

rotoraxial
torque limiter

radial
torque limiter

Figure 23. Integration of both radial and axial torque limiter within the electric machine.

In all cases, high torque density of the torque limiter is essential. Application of MR
fluid or magnetic particles can enhance the torque capability of magnetic field based torque
limiters, further reducing the weight and inertia.

6. Electronic Torque Limiter

Instead of a physical torque limiter device disconnecting the load from the motor,
another approach could be to limit the forces on shaft using motor control [7]. The electro-
magnetic torque generated by the motor can assist in reducing the speed of the rotating
mass in case of any jam and thereby reduce the forces experienced by the shaft. The motor
controller receives feedback from the shaft during any overload, and injects large current
to the motor to quickly bring the motor to standstill.

A block diagram of the scheme is shown in Figure 24. A overload signal is generated
from a shaft mounted sensor. Feedback from shaft could be obtained through strain gauges,
or torsional twisting of shaft ends with respect to each other. One or multiple feedback
location can be utilised to protect the shaft from large forces.

controller motor
actuator
assembly

torque overload

detection

Figure 24. Block diagram of electronics based torque limiter.
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This approach has the following advantages:

• No extra space required to connect a physical torque limiter
• Lower mass and volume of the actuator
• Lower mechanical complexity
• Value of limit torque easily varied and electronically controlled

On the other hand this approach have the following disadvantages:

• Requires shaft overload sensors
• Large controller bandwidth required
• Power converter for the motor must be capable of large transient current
• Electric motor also must be capable of large peak torque

7. Conclusions

Torque limiters are an essential component of electro-mechanical actuators. In this
paper, existing torque limiter technologies are reviewed. These transmit torque either due
to mechanical contact or through magnetic field. Construction and principle of operation of
each type are reported, along with characteristics and key equations. These characteristics
can help the designer of EMA select appropriate torque limiter. While some transmit torque
during slipping, others have large torque ripple and nearly zero average torque. In case
of magnetic particle and hysteresis type, the torque transmitted is largely independent
of slip-speed.

The commercially available limiters are evaluated for suitability in aerospace appli-
cation. Mass and volume are two major constraints in EMA. Torque density of a sample
of 14 different available off-the-shelf torque limiters are compared. Ball detent, friction
and permanent magnet types are found to have best torque density. Further considering
complexity, reliability and speed requirements, friction and permanent magnet types are
found to be most suitable for EMA application.

Integration of torque limiter within the machine package is then investigated. Two
configurations are demonstrated using a designed EMA electrical machine, along with
suitable commercially available limiters. A fault-tolerant dual channel surface mount PM
machine for flap actuation is considered, and key performance of the machine are reported.
In the axial integration configuration, the torque limiter engages with rotor axially and
utilizes the end winding space. It is possible to have either one limiter at one end or two
limiters at both ends. It is shown that two lower rated devices at both ends can provide
more compact packaging, than one higher rated. Another radial configuration is also
explored, which is suitable for magnetic field based torque limiters. Finally, an option for
further integration, using combination of the two integration approaches, is illustrated.
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